further recessed and the HEMTs can be changed from depletionmode to enhancement-mode. The 0.25V shift in V,hcorresponds to
about a 4nm shift in the position of the gate metal front. The
ratio of the absorption depth (4nm) to the physical thickness
(2.8nm) of the reacted Pt is -1.4, consistent with that reported in
161.
As illustrated in Fig. lb, the absorption of Pt into the InAlAs
barrier does not change the electron density in the channel region
between the source and gate electrodes. Therefore, R, remained
unchanged during the annealing process. R, is -0.2nmm obtained
by TLM measurement. Owing to the small Rsobtained, the maximum g, is not degraded hut increased further to 117OmSimm as a
result of the reduced distance between the gate metal and the
2DEG channel. The maximum intrinsic transconductance g , is estimated to be 1520mSimm.
To further demonstrate the improvement in Rs gained by the
buried gate approach, E-HEMTs were also fabricated using only
wet recess etching. As shown in Fig. l a , in addition to the region
under the gate metal, the channel region around the gate periphery
was also depleted due to the side-etching effect and a large R,
results. This larger Rs results in a degraded maximum g , of
5OOmSimm for a 0 . 5 gate
~
E-HEMT. Using the calculated
intrinsic transconductance of 1520mS/mm, the total source resistance Rs in this case is estimated to be -1.5Qmm, about 8 times
larger than that achieved using the buried-gate approach.
Conclusion; Pt-based buried-gate technology can effectively reduce
the source resistance in InP-based enhancement-mode HEMTs. As
a result, an excellent transconductance of 117OmSimm was
achieved in a 0 . 5 gate
~ device.
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Low-stress nitride as oxidation mask for
submicrometre LOCOS isolation
H.W. van Zeijl, L.K. Nanver and P.J. French

Indexing terms: Oxidation, Semiconductor technology
A large reduction in the LOCOS bird’s beak is obtained by using
a thick silicon nitride layer as an oxidation mask. Stress induced
damage of the devices is avoided by using low-stress silicon-rich

nitride.
The conventional local oxidation of silicon
(LOCOS), routinely used in IC processing, is characterised by
excellent electrical properties such as low diode leakage and high
gate oxide quality. However, lateral oxide encroachment (’bird’s
beak’ formation) under the nitride, reduces the device dimensions,
making conventional LOCOS unsuitable for deep submicrometre
geometries. Advanced isolation techniques that reduce the bird’s
beak typically rely on either sidewall masking, interface sealing or
pad-oxide thinning [l]. The tradeoffs are an increase in process
complexity and the need for more critical control of defect formation.
In this Letter, a very straightforward technique is presented for
effectively reducing the LOCOS bird’s beak. A relatively thick
low-stress silicon-rich nitride film, SiN,, is deposited by standard
LPCVD techniques and this film acts as a rigid clamp, suppressing
the oxide encroachment. The increased pressure under the nitride
edge will cause the oxide to flow away from the edge and simultaneously the diffusion and solubility of the oxidant species are
decreased [2]. This low-stress nitride, frequently used for the fahrication of thin membranes in sensor applications [3], preserves the
properties of interest in stoichiometric nitride while alleviating the
stress related problems. Normally, with thick nitride layers, the
stress becomes too high and defects are generated in the underlying silicon substrate. The relationship between the stress in the
nitride and defect generation has previously been examined by
using SIN, for surface isolation in a 15 GHz washed-emitter-base
(WEB) bipolar NPN process [4]. For strain levels below 1.8 x l e 3 ,
no emitter-collector (E-C) shorts were detected, while with strains
from 2 x lW3 - 3 x le3,
the frequency of shorts increased rapidly
with the strain. A WEB NPN with a LOCOS isolated emitter was
developed to detect any stress induced damage related to the
processing of the ‘bird’s beak free’ LOCOS. Again the number of
E-C shorts was correlated to the mechanical stress and damage
free characteristics were obtained by using low-stress nitride.
Introduction:

Processing procedures: Silicon nitride films were deposited using a
standard LPCVD system. Throughout the experiments, the temperature and pressure were maintained at 850°C and 150mtorr,
respectively. The gases used were SiCI2H2(DCS) and NH,, and the
ratio of these two gases was used as a process variable, with the
total gas flow being maintained at 200sccm. The mdchanical strain
in the silicon nitride films was determined by usibg a micromachined strain measurement structure [5]. The high dependence of
fdm strain on the gas flow ratio, and thus the ratio of silicon to
nitrogen in the fillm, is shown in Fig. 1.
, I 0

I

1

0.1

”3

IO

I DCS ratio

Fig. 1 Film strain and ratio of silicon to nitrogen in film against NHJ
DCS gas flow ratio
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The basic WEB NPN process flow with a LOCOS isolated
emitter is shown in Fig. 2. The substrate is (100) n-type with a
resistivity of 2 - 5Qcm. After a wet etch step in HF (1%) to
remove any native oxide, a 300nm SiN, film is deposited on the
silicon. The emitter area is then defined and outside these regions
the nitride is removed by plasma etching. A 0 . 4 thick
~
field
oxide is thermally grown at 1000°C in a wet ambient. The extrinsic base is implanted through the oxide with a resist mask protecting the emitter regions. The remaining nitride is then removed by
wet etching, and, using the field oxide as a mask, the emitter and
intrinsic base are implanted to conform with the standard WEB
process flow. Contact windows to the extrinsic base are etched in
the field oxide. All dopants are activated by a thermal anneal for
30min at 950°C and the windows are contacted by sputtering AI/
1 %Si.
emtter defonltwn

and local oxidation

a
Fig. 4 SEM cross-sections afer LOCOS with low-stress SiN,film

n-subst rate

I E * extrinsic

I

\

p”

I 1

a Wafer E, 9nm pad oxide, film thickness = 300nm
b Wafer F, 27nm pad oxide, film thickness = 300nm

Wafers with 300nm thick SIN, with strains of either 0.28 x IO-],
2.0 x lk3and 3.0 x lk3were prepared and processed with WEB
NPNs with LOCOS isolated emitters. After the field oxidation, a
visual evaluation of the stress induced damage was performed by
dipping a set of stripped wafers in Wright etch for Zmin. No
defects were observed for the lowest strain level, whereas for the
higher stress levels the number of defects increased with the stress.
Over the wafer, NPNs with several emitter geometries were measured. With an emitter area of 1 x 2w2,no E-C shorts were
detected, but for larger geometries the frequency of E-C shorts
directly correlates to the SiN, strain and the perimeter of the emitter (Table I). Thus both the visual and electrical inspections confirm the absence of stress induced damage in the samples with
low-stress nitride.

P”

As‘ and B‘
WEB-NPNimplant

P **
E
m

Fig. 2 Basic WEB NPN process flow with LOCOS isolated emitter
Results; The bird’s beak formation has been studied for thin (97
nm) and thick (300 nm) low-stress nitride (”,/DCS
ratio = 0.18)
combined with pad oxides from 0 - 27nm thick. In these tests, a
field oxide of 0.8 pm was grown. SEM cross-sections of the six
combinations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. With the thin nitride
layer, comparable to conventional LOCOS processing, the bird’s
beak extends over the entire emitter window. Some suppression of
the bird’s beak is achieved by omitting the pad oxide and thus
reducing the lateral oxidation path. However, the use of a thick
nitride laver moves to he much more efficient in all cases.

Table 1: Strain levels and percentage of devices with shorts for
several emitter areas (A,) at different NH,/DCS ratios
Wafer NHy’DCS Strain
=tin
m -- -3 ) ,
.__.

Percentage of E€ shorts

\

54 translsfor m y s

1

0 18

2

0 58

3

3.w

028
200
300

108 transistors 54 transstors
A , = 1 2 . a W ~ 2 x l A,=
~ ~ l0x4Op2 Ae=49X40pz
0
0
0
0
2
8
0
26
30

Conclusions: The use of a thick low-stress nitride layer as an oxidation mask in LOCOS is very effective in reducing the hird’s
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Pade methods involving the use of time moments only, the full
and partial methods are equivalent.
For a reduced kth order model given by

which is derived from the first 2k + t time moments of C(s), where
t is the number of extra time moments used to extend the exact
Pade method, the following set of equations are formed [4] by
equating eqns. 1 and 2 :

di = c i e o

+ c,-lel + ...+

clei-1
2

+ coe,

= 0,1, ...(k - 1 (3)

and

Least-squares moment matching reduction
methods

0 = CieO f

c%-lel

+ ... + C z - k + l e k - l + C z - k
i = k , ...,2k

+t - 1

(4)

where e, = c, = 0 for j < 0. These may be expressed in the matrixvector form of

I.D. Smith and T.N. Lucas

Az=b
or in partitioned form as

Indexing term: Model order reduction

It is shown how the two apparently different approaches to
modelling reduction by least-squares time moment matching give
identical results. This property also enables a clear understanding
of how the method actually approximates the system.
Computationalsavings are Seen to be made by adopting the twostage approach.
Introduction: Since Shoji et al. [I] first proposed the idea of using a
least-squares moment matching technique for reducing the order
of linear, time-invariant systems, there has been much interest in
this method. The method has been refined by Lucas and Beat [2]
and extended to also include the use of Markov parameters [3, 41.
More recently it has been adopted by Lalonde [5] for use in discrete-time systems using Markov parameters only. However, the
focus of the work so far appears to concentrate mainly on the
basic idea of extending the fitting of system parameters so that a
stable reduced model results. Little has been written to clarify how
the technique actually approximates the full system.
The purpose of this Letter is first to clarify what the two different approaches to least-squares moment matching are, then to
prove the equivalence of the resulting models. Finally, observations are made on the implications for understanding the leastsquares reduction process and the sense in which it minimises the
errors involved. The computational efficiency of the method is
also seen to benefit from the analysis.
Leust-squares Pade methods: It is well known that for continuous
time systems [6] a kth order reduced transfer function R(s) may be
derived from the nth order full transfer function R(s) using the
exact Pade method which matches the first 2k time moments of
C(s) with those of R(s), where the time moment proportionals, c,
(i = 0, 1, 2, ...), are defined by

+ +

+

(5)

=

where Ik is the k by k identity matrix, @ is the (k+t) by k null
matrix and

d=

[dOdl...dk-1jT

e = [eoel . . . e k _ l ] T

p = [CO C 1 . . . C k + t - l l T
-co

Here it is also noticed that the corresponding matrix-vector equation for the partial method [I, 21, to determine the denominator,
can be written simply as

cle = g

(6)

Now the least-squares solution of eqn. 5 is obtained from

A T A=
~ ATb
and notice that

+

G(s) = CO C i s C ~ S ’ c3s3 ...
(1)
(hereafter the c, will be referred to simply as the time moments).
This approach leads to reduced order models which may give
good steady-state approximations to the system response, but
which can also lead to unstable models being derived from stable
full systems.
It was in an attempt to ameliorate this last-mentioned situation
that Shoji et al. [l] first proposed extending the number of time
moments included in the calculation until a stable reduced model
is produced. This idea of introducing approximation, in the leastsquares sense, into the derivation of the reduced model was further analysed by Lucas and Beat [2] and was also incorporated as
a special case of a least-squares method proposed by Aguirre [4].
The former methods [I, 21 are what shall be referred to as the partial least-squares method, in that only the reduced denominator
coefficients are approximated in the least-squares sense before the
numerator coefficients are derived by exact moment-matching. On
the other hand, the method of Aguirre [4] is what shall be termed
the full least-squares method in that both the numerator and
denominator are derived at the same time in a single generalised
inverse operation. It will now be proved that, for least-squares
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and

which yields the least-squares solution from
Ik

I

CO‘

I

CO
C,TCO+CTCl

This is equivalent to solving the two blocks of equations
d+coe=Q

(7)

and
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